
CIG251
Cigars cellar
Indulgence cellar range

 

Free standing installation

Design: black body & stainless steel door
frame

Cooling system: compressor

Type of cold: air moving system

Adjustable temperature range of use: 10 -
22°C

Electronic regulation

Thermometer with white digital display

Humidity control: natural (hygrodynamy
concept)

Analog display hygrometer

1 glass door, anti-UV treated glass with lock

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
A real cellar, the cigar cellar allows the enthusiast to
keep his most beautiful cigars in complete safety
(lock). The glass door, treated against UV,
sublimates your cigars and creates a real setting.

TO THE NEAREST DEGREE
In order to restore all its aromas, the cigar needs a
hygrometry between 65 and 75%, and a temperature
between 16 and 20°C. The cigar does not like
variations in temperature or humidity, so care must
be taken to keep them in a stable and regulated
environment. For added security, the cellar control
panel permanently displays the set humidity level.

OPTIMIZED STORAGE
Preserve and showcase between 200 and 250
cigars on its 2 tilting natural wooden shelves (tilting
from 0 to 30°) and in its lower cellar drawer. These
accessories are included with the cellar and optimize
storage. The total capacity depends on the size of
your cigars and if you store them in their original
packaging.
 

Our products are manufactured in compliance with European environmental
rules. Especially, refrigerant fluid (R600a) doesn’t reject neither CFC nor HFC
and respect environment.

Energy consumption is calculated based on the result obtained for 24h in
standard test conditions. The actual energy consumption depends on the
conditions of use and location of the device.
This equipment is designed to be used in an ambient temperature between
16 -38°C.
* depending on the size of cigars and if you store them in their original
packaging
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> EQUIPMENTS INCLUDED

3 sliding wooden drawers (oak)

4 adjustable feet

> TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Energy class: F

Annual electrical consumption: 93 kWh

Climatic class: ST

Noise level: 41 dB

Voltage: 220-240 V

Power input: 60 W

Category: 2 - Wine cellar

Type of gas: R600a

> COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

Only available in spare parts

Management of hygrometry and temperature :

To reveal all their aromas, cigars need a humidity
between 65% and 75%, and a temperature between 16
and 20°C. The cigar does not like changes in temperature
or humidity, so make sure to keep them in a stable and
controlled environment.

 :Adjusting humidity and temperature

Simply adjust the humidity according to your cigar storage
preferences.The control board of the cellar display
continously the setting humidity. By default, your device is
set to 70% humidity and 20°C.

> LOGISTIC DATAS

Gross dimensions (WxDxH cm) :  45,5 x 57 x 58

Net dimensions (WxDxH cm) :  39,6 x 52 x 50,6

Gross weight (kg) :  25,50

Net weight (kg) :  23,50

Full truck (pcs) :  345

Container (pcs) 20'   :  188

40'   :  400

40' HC   :  400
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